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THE SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING
COMMERCIAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
AT
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

SOME PROBLEMS AND CONCLUSIONS

Robert L. Middleton, P.E.
Demonstration Sites Manager
Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama
35812

ABSTRACT
The origin and evolution of the Solar Heating and
Cooling Commercial Demonstration Program by the
Department of Energy and the Marshall Space Flight
Center activities supporting this program from its
conception are defined and discussed.
During the life of this program, a significant
amount of experience or "lessons learned" has been
gained. These experiences should, and must, be
published to help others avoid these specific
problems, and hopefully, other similar problems
in the future. The problems are summarized in
the technical, or design area, and management, or
financial considerations.
Conclusions state that the program has signifi
cantly assisted the creation of a viable solar
heating and cooling industry. The cost effective
procedures evolving from the program are expected
to make a major contribution to reducing the
effective life cycle cost of solar installation.
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INTRODUCTION

Cost Sharing - In most cases, the Government would
provide a significant portion of the funds for the
design and installation of a solar system into each
site. Each site owner/team would receive the re
duced utility cost of the project, plus the
intangible return of public relations and pioneer
ing industry experience. The maximum degree of
cost sharing was desired.

The current Commercial Solar Heating and Cooling
Demonstration Program at Marshall Space Flight
Center was initiated by the predecessor of the
current United States Department of Energy (DOE)
in October 1975, with the release of the first of
four yearly Program Opportunity Notices (Reference
1). The current MSFC program also now involves
some earlier projects initiated by the National
Science Foundation and the demonstration of solar
hot water heating for hotels and motels. The
program, in general, offered Government funding
assistance on a cost sharing basis for non-resi
dential demonstrations of current commercially
available technology in solar heating and cooling.
The Marshall Space Flight Center has participated
in this program from the beginning in the areas of
technical evaluation of proposals, contracts
definition, and detailed management of selected
demonstration sites. The current MSFC effort in
this program is an outgrowth of efforts that were
initiated in 1972 (Reference 2) as "space spinoffs"
of spacecraft cooling using solar energy. These
efforts resulted in the construction of an early
engineering demonstration of solar heating and
cooling at MSFC (Reference 3) which began opera
tion in May 1974.

Cost Effectivity - The program was aimed at
installing available solar components with existing
heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC)
industry standard hardware and procedures. If
these Government contracts were significantly over
funded by either inaccurate cost estimates or
unnecessary requirements, then the new solar
industry could, and would, be initiated with a
cost bias that would require years to overcome
and achieve competitive cost with conventional
energy.
Contract Requirements Workable with Small BusinessSeveral of the selected sites were proposed by
organizations with no experience with Government
contracts. All aspects of the contracts, therefore,
had to be applicable and workable with small organ
izations and individuals with no Government con
tract experience.
Cost Effective Installation of the Performance
Measuring Sensors and Site Data Acquisition System
(SPAS) - The Program Opportunity Notice stated
that the Government might provide hardware
funded by DOE to supply some sites for a period of
time with the performance measuring sensors, and
equipment to record and transmit the performance
data to a central computer processing site.
References 6 and 7 provide definitive details of
this system,

The initial PON of October 1975 resulted in over
300 proposals, of which 32 were selected, with
MSFC providing program management for all selected
sites through the design, construction and demon
stration phases. The second PON, of November 1976,
also resulted in over 300 proposed demonstration
sites, of which 87 were selected. Essentially, the
same MSFC technical and management assistance as
for the PON 1 effort is being provided to 27 of
the 87 selected second PON sites. The remaining
sites are managed by DOE offices in Chicago, IL,
and San Francisco, CA. The third cycle PON was
initiated in December of 1977, and the proposals
were being submitted during the writing of this
paper. It is currently expected that MSFC will
also manage approximately one third of the
selected sites from this activity.

Maximize the Success Probability of Each Site It is believed that providing assistance to each
site, (Both technical and management), signifi
cantly increases the success probability of each
site. Some of the methods used were developed in
the space program, and others utilized conventional
industry procedures,
Utilize Conventional Construction Industry
Procedures, Standards and Terminology - The PON
specified the participation of professionally
qualified architects and engineers. Therefore, the
entire program must be structured to utilize and
operate within the "construction" industry proce
dures, terminology, and standards. In addition,
the project must conform to all applicable local
codes and the Interim Performance Criteria of
Reference 5.

PROGRAM DEFINITION
The evolution of the specific details of each
cycle of the PON (References 1, 4, & 5) indicate
recognition of the developing maturity of the
Solar Industry, and the desire of the DOE to
reduce the effort required to prepare a proposal.
Each PON Cycle (References 1, 4, & 5) contained
detailed explanations of the required team, pro
posal format, evaluation criteria and even point
of contact for questions. Following the selection
by DOE of the sites from each PON Cycle, a
contractual arrangement was defined based upon
technical and management evaluations of the
proposal. The contract relationship was expected
to have the following general characteristics:

The MSFC personnel assigned to prepare the contract
documents (and essentially define the program
structure and procedures) recognized that previous
management experience with space related develop
ment projects was not adequate for this unique
conventional industry program. Therefore, a
conference was arranged at MSFC in early March,
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each project site experience. The major program
elements were in general as follows:

1976 before the first contract document prepara
tion, with representatives of the professional
societies and industry organizations currently
operating in the HVAC area of the related
construction industry. The participating organi
zations were:

Preliminary Design Review - This review was to be
held at the project site. For some complex
projects, one or two members of ASHRAE and AIA
(selected by their National Headquarters) attended
the preliminary and final design review to offer
constructive suggestions. The purpose of the
review was to discuss the project concept
including S-

- American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and
Airconditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
- American Institute of Architects (AIA)

- Collector tilt angle, location, size

- Mechanical Contractors Association of America
(MCAA)

- Storage tank size, type, location

- Sheet Metal, Airconditioning Contractors
National Association (SMACNA).

- Control procedures, operating modes, control
parameters
- Performance variations for changes in collector,
storage, airconditioning or heating system

The desired program goals and general plans to
operate with conventional "Construction Industry"
procedures were discussed with the representatives
of the above organizations.

- Project schedule and budget
- Required project design compliance with the
Interim Performance Criteria (Reference 8) and all
state and local codes

The following specific points wexe discussed with
representatives of the above organizations and
their organization recommendations for the program
were received for inclusion in the'program:

Design Phase - The system configuration agreed to
in the Preliminary Design Review is reduced to
construction drawings according to industry
practice,

- Architect and Engineer design, procedures and
standards,
- Project cost evaluation an,d control procedures.

Final Design Review - This review is conventionally
called a 90% review. The purpose of this review is
to approve the final and complete construction
installation drawings and specifications prior to
release for competitive biddings. These documents
have been prepared in the design phase based on
approved preliminary design and configuration.
The estimated cost of the project is a significant
review item as well as all system definitive de
tails not approved conceptually in the preliminary
'review. The compliance of all elements of the
project design with the Interim Performance
Criteria (Reference 8) and all state and local
codes is evaluated. Other specific review items,
for example, are detailed checks of structural,
electrical, and site drawings for technical ade
quacy, completeness, clarity for competitive bids,
and project control during and after construction.
The control system operating modes, and operating
parameter settings, and building installation
locations are also evaluated in detail.

- Coup e t i tive bidding procedures.

- Initial system operations and check out
procedures.
The initial meeting in March. 1976 with industry
and technical associations provided invaluable
inputs into the program structure. A major •
"product" of this meeting was precluding
"Aerospace" procedures or terminology from being
initiated in a program where it was not appro
priate or desired, A second meeting was held in
March 1977, one year later, with the same organiza
tions listed previously, and in, addition, with the
President and representatives of the Solar Energy
Industry Association. A, review of what has been
accomplished in this program to date was performed
and an effective communication procedure estab
lished between. MSFC and the technical/industry
organization.

The Department of Energy has now negotiated a con
tract with the Planning Research Corporation (PRC)
to provide technical review for all commercial
demonstration projects. This provides technical
uniformity for the project reviews regardless of
where the management responsibility is assigned.

The review of the program with the technical
societies and industry associations provided
invaluable insight into methods of accomplishing
the desired program goals. It was decided to
utilize the professional experience of selected
members of the .American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Airconditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) and the American. Institute of Architects
(AIA) in the actual program implementation. This
permitted individuals with extensive experience to
provide both constructive technical peer group
inputs and suggestions to each selected site, and
to permit a broader awareness and utilization of

Competitive Bidding, Construction Contract Award,
and Construction Phase - The complete and approved
drawings and specifications permit the selection
of an acceptable bidder on the basis of cost and
defined task. This selection is done by the
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organization with whom the Government has con
tracted for the demonstration site. If no
acceptable bids are received within the allocated .
project funds, then a design-to-cost exercise may
be performed to reduce some element of the project
scope so that an acceptably bid within the alloca
ted project funds can be obtained by competitive
bidding.

DEMONSTRATION SITES
The projects currently being managed by MSFC con
sist of the first 32 PON 1 selected sites, 24
sites from the PON 2 effort, 3 from the early Natio
National Science Foundation solar activities, and
17 hotel or motel applications (Reference 9).
Table I provides summary technical information
for these projects. Table II provides information
pn the current status and a brief statement of the
major problems encountered to date by these pro
jects. The latest version of Reference 10 provides
more definitive information, including narrative
description, schematic, energy consideration and
a photograph or sketch of each project. This
document is updated periodically to reflect later
project information and retains the same basic DOE
title and document number.

Acceptance Test Phase - Following completion of
the construction phase, the solar energy system
will be operated to evaluate the design conditions
of:
- Collector performance, flowrates, and flow
uniformity
- Storage device performance, heat loss, and
internal plumbing adequacy

CONCLUSION

- Transport system flow rates, and heat loss

The information contained in Tables III and IV
represent a valuable condensation of the exper
iences of each commercial solar demonstratiqn
project currently managed by MSFC. A more
detailed report of the "Problems and Solutions"
from this program is contained in Reference 12.
This document (Reference 12) contains the indivi
dual papers for each project presented at a
conference of all commercial demonstration project
representatives held in New Orleans, LA on
December 5 - 7, 1977 by DOE. This conference was
an evolution of the sincere efforts initiated by
MSFC, and described in the early part of this
report to make available to the using public the
experience gained, both technical and management,
from the program.

- Airconditioner performance, C.O.P,, air and
water flowrates, flow balance, and distribution
- Control system adequacy and operating parameter
set points, and control stability
- Heating system performance, air and water flowrate, flow balance, and distribution
- Auxiliary pr alternate heating/cooling system
operation performance and automatic cut in.
- All pumps and fans electric power requirements.
Operational Phase - During this period, which may
be up to five years, the system performance is
monitored by either the site data acquisition
system (References 6 & 7) or by collecting infor
mation on the site, such as utility cost, etc.
The Planning Research Corporation, under contract
to DOE, collects and manages this "uninstrumented"
d ata.

In addition to the efforts described in this paper
on the Commercial Solar Heating and Cooling
Program, MSFC initiated a joint study/questionaire
of each project by the American Society of Heating,
Airconditioning and Refrigeration Engineers
(ASHRAE) and the American Institute of Architects
(AIA) concerning program problems and methods of
improvement. The results of this survey are con
tained in Reference 13. The survey questionaire
used in the Reference 13 effort was collected from
all participators at the New Orleans conference to
see if any changes were developing in the results
obtained from the original survey. The results of
this latest survey of program effectivity should be
published in the near future. Based on preliminary
evaluation, no significant changes are indicated.

The above program elements were used as a general
guideline for each project; however, significant
deviations were required on several sites due to
the following:
•*• The selected sites varied in project status from
conceptual design, where all elements of the
general program guidelines could be used, to
several projects that were already complete and
required only definition and installation of the
performance measuring sensors and Site Data Acqui
sition System.

The Commercial Solar Heating and Cooling
Demonstration Program efforts currently managed at
MSFC are providing valuable information to assist
the creation of cost effective solar heating and
cooling installation procedures, both technical and
management. References 12 and 13 have confirmed
the adequacy of the basic demonstration program
provision described herein and provided a "closed
loop feedback" to both MSFC and DOE for future
improvements.

- The site size/complexity and thus the proposed
site team (the PON requested a site owner, an
architect/engineer, and project manager) varied
from large sites involving large organizations
with supporting technical organizations (both
architects and engineers) to small projects where
one man served nearly all functions.
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Vol. I., Commercial and Residential Demonstrations
EHDA. 76-127, August 1976

The currently undesirable high cost of solar
installations, particularly the equipment instal
lation costs, appear to be reducible based on the
program experiences gained to date, and conven
tional construction, industry known cost effective
procedures. These potential .cost improvements in
installation can, and should, effect, a second
generation of solar equipment more designed, and
constructed for both better cost effective
installation provisions, and better life cycle
costs while retaining equivalent, or improved,
system thermal performance.

(11) '"Fluid Manifold Design for a Solar Energy
Storage Tank, NASA-TM-X 64940, June 1975, W. R.
Humphries, H. C. Hewitt, and E. I. Griggs
(12) Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration
Program Contractors Review - New Orleans, LA,
December 5-7, 1977* Proceedings to be published
by Department of Energy. . .
(13)' Special Progress Report on 'Non-Residential
Solar Energy Survey and Analysis, University of
Alabama in Huntsville, July 1977

A key element in accomplishing this evolution is
the participation of the collector manufacturer
in the entire demonstration activities, not only
to assist and, avoid problems with the installation
of the current generation of collectors, but to
receive design suggestions and gain field
experience that will lead to designs with greater
life cycle, cost advantages and the resultant
market benefits.
REFERENCES

(1) Program Opportunity Notice DSE 75-2
Closing Bate November 26, 1975, ERDA, Division of
Solar Energy
(2) "Proposal for Solar Powered Absorption Cycle
Heat Pump for Residential Applications 11
Presentation to MSF'C Director Dr. Eberhard Rees,
By Robert Middle torn, .November 1,7, ,1972
(3) "A Plan, for the Demonstration of Solar'
Powered, Heating and Cooling Systems for Residential
Applications" Proposal to NASA Office of
Applications by MSFC, May 1973,
R. L, Middleton, et. al*
(4) Program Opportunity lotice DSE 76-2
Closing Date November 9, 1976, ERDA, Division, of.
Solar Energy
(5) Program Opportunity Notice EG-78-N-01-4200
Closing Date January 31, 1978
(6) Instrumentation Installation iGuidelin.es for
the National Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstra
tion, Program SHC-1006, August 4, 1976
(7) Thermal. Data Requirements and. Thermal
Performance Evaluation Procedures for the National
Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Program,
NBSIR 76-1137, August 1976,
(8) Interim Performance Criteria for Solar
Heating and Cooling Systems in Commercial '
Buildings NBSIR 76-1187 November 1976,
(9) Program Opportunity Notice (PON) IG-77-1-031450s, United, States Department of Energy,
Closing Date. June 27, 1977
(10) National Program for Solar Heating and
Cooling of Buildings - Project. Data, Summaries,
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TABLE I
Project Information Summary

Project
Description

Government
Funds

Project
Location

Collector
Area /Type

Holiday Inn Hotel
at St. Thomas,
U.S. Virgin
Islands

13,600 ft 2 Northrup
Tracking
Concentrator

Solar Heated Water reduces
load on existing oil fired
boiler -Absorption A/C

None

Existing
100 ton
Carrier

$443,060

Mt. Rushmore
Visitor's Center
Rapid City, SD

2,000 ft 2 Lenox

Solar Heated Water operates
absorption cycle A/C or air
HX to reduce load on existing
conventional electric A/C or
oil boiler

3,000
gallons

3-3Ton
Arkla

$257,572

Rademaker Corp.
Louisville, KY

195 ft2 - AirSolaron
240 ft2 - Liquid SDI

Combination air and liquid
system both heating bldg.
Liquid system also heats
water.

110 cu
ft. rock
560 gal
water

N/A

$25,257

Blakedale Pro
fessional Center
Greenwood, SC

954 ft2 , PPG
liquid collectors

Heating and hot water
system

5,000
gallons

N/A

$59,290

Storage

A/C

Charlotte, NC
Memorial
Hospital

3950 ft2 - GE
liquid collectors

Heating and hot water
system

6 , 000
gallons

N/A.

• $207,508

Balitmore
Community Cntr.
Balitmore, MD

3100 ft2 - Revere
Collectors

Solar assisted heat pump
system and hot water

20,000
gallons

N/A

$161,345

Terrell E.
Moseley
Lynchburg, VA

410 ft 2 - Locally
shop fabricated
collector.

Solar assisted heat pump
system and hot water

1,200
gallons

N/A

$18,363

TABLE 1
Project Information Summary

Project
Location

Collector
Area/Type

Project
Description

Storage

A/C

Ferguson Corp.
(Thr-Rift Inn)
Annapolis , MD

2325 ft? - Southwest
Ener-Tech. Inc.
Flat Plate

Solar heated water reduces
load on existing electric
boiler which supplies water
to the rooms and laundry

3,500
gallons

N/A

Loudoun County
Vocational School
Leesburg, VA

1225 ft2 - Southwest
Ener-Tech. Inc.
Flat Plate

Solar heated water reduces
load on existing electric
boiler which supplies water
to the classrooms, labora
tories, and restroonis

L,500
gallons

N/A

Ingham County
Medical Care
Facility
Okemos, MI

10,000 ft2 Revere or Equiv.
Flat Plate

Solar heated water reduces
load on the oil fired boiler
which supplies water to the
rooms, kitchen, and laundry.

5,000
gallons

N/A

Iris Images, Inc.
Custom Film
Processing Lab.
Mill Valley, CA

640 ft2 (net) site
Fabricated flat
plate - Filon
Glazing, Sunburst &
SDI Absorber Plates

Solar Heated water reduces
load on existing gas fired
boiler which supplies water
to film processors and
restrooms

360
gallons

N/A

ARATEX Services,
Inc . , formerly
Work Wear Corp.
Frensno, CA

6,500 ft2 Ying Mfg.
Flat Plate

Solar heated water integrated
with x«ste water heat re
covery load on existing gas
fired boiler which supplies
water to the laundry.

12.000
gallons

N/A

Scattergood Schl,
West Branch, 10

2500 ft 2 - Solaron

Solar air collectors for hot
water and heating an 8000 ft*
gymnasium-furnishes ?Sl of

1,250 ft2, N/A
rock bin

heating load.
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Government
Funds
$90,357

$ 64,448

$340,198

$41,518

$173,,841

$90,313

\

TABLE 1
Project Information Summary

Project
Location
Lake Valley Fire
House - Tahoe
Paradise, CA

Project
Description

Collector
Area/Type
352 ft2 - Western
Energy Flat Plate
liquid collector

A/C

Storage

Government
Funds

Solar system to provide
heating and hot water
for a fire house

700
gallons

N/A

$12,308

N/A

$302,041

LSU Field House
Baton Rouge, LA

5700 ft2 - Lennox
Honeywell liquid
collector

Solar system to provide
heating and hot water to a
101,200 ft2 field house

10 ,000
gallons

Radisson Hotel
St. Paul, MN

4752 ft2 - Lennox Honeywell liquid.
3744 ft2 air.

Combination air & liquid
collectors for heating
and hot water

8,000
gallons

N/A

$360,000

Heating for 264,000 ft*
school plus hot water

37 ,000
gallons

N/A

$702,772

Tempe Union High
School
Tempe , AZ

20,000 ft2 - South
west standard water
collectors

j N/A

Fire Station
Kansas City, MO

.2808 ft2 Solaron
air collectors

Heating for 6000 ft2
fire station

1,400
cu ft

Kalwall Warehouse
Manchester, NH

1700 ft2 vertical
wall (Kalwall) pan
els for passive
heating

Kalwall fiberglass insulated
panel let sunlight into ware
house for 5070 passive heating

concrete N/A
floor &
warehouse
contents

Environmental
Center - San
Francisco, CA

1800 ft2 - liquid
Chamberlain col
lector plus Thermal
Venetian blinds for

577. of heat for a 55,000
sq. ft. office bldg.

3,000
gallons

:

N/A

$143,101
$34,874

$138,866

TABLE 1
Project Information Summary

Project
Location

Collector
Area /Type

Project
Description

Storage

A/C

Government
Funds

Telex Communications
Mfg. Plant, Blue
Earth, MN

10,550 ft2 of liquid
collectors. Mfg. by
Inter Technology
Corp.

Mark III collectors will heat
the 97,000 sq. ft. Mfg. plant

20,000
gallons

N/A

$370,608

Office Building
Stamford, CT

2662 ft2 of liquid
collectors by
Sunworks

Reflector augmented collector
to heat a 25,000 ft2 office
building (Solar Assisted Heat
Pump)

6,000
gallons

N/A

$377,417

Office Building
Gaithersburg, MD

1500 ft 2 - liquid
collectors Mfg. by
KTA

A heating system for a 3,000
ft2 office building

3,000
gallons

N/A

$49,016

r lor ida Vi s i tor
Center i 95 at
GA border

2700 ft 2 Northrup
tracking concentra
tor

Heating & cooling with solar
heated water, conventional
electric A/C for aux. & off
peak chilled water, oil fur
nace for heat back up

6000
gallons
hot
4000
gallons
cold

25 Ton
Arkla

$301,330

ladian Corp.
Austin, TX

350 ft 2 Northrup
tracking concentrator

Heating & cooling with solar
heated water, conventional
electric A/C & gas heater
for aux.

1,500
gallons

3 Ton
Arkla

$58,815

El Cam i no Schl
Irvlne, CA

5000 ft 2 - Owens Illinois evacuated
glass tube

Solar heated water supple
ments existing gas fired
boiler to produce hot water
for either cooling or heating

None

100 To
Arkla

$301,552
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TABLE 1
Project Information Summary

Project
Description

Collector
Area/Type

Project
Location

Government
Funds

Storage

A/C

.KL Controls
.umber ton, NJ

6000 ftz - Sunworks
double glazed selec
tive coating flat
plate

Solar heated water lor col
lector is used for either
heating or cooling. Electric
for aux. heating or cooling.
Mini computer controlled
proportional flow & system
operation. This is entirely
new factory being built

30,000
gal . hot
20,000
gal. cold

2-25
Ton
Ark 'a

$ :)4I ,605

Alabama Power
lontevallo, AL

2,450 ft2 PPG flat
plate liquid collec
tor with reflectors

Solar assisted conventional
heating, air conditioning and
domestic hot water heating
system for a 17,000 ft2 office
building

8,000 gal.
hot water
8,000 gal.
chilled
water

25 Ton
Ark I a

$279,179

lecdy Creek
Jtilities (WDW)

3,840 ft2 modular
concentrator col lee -

Solar assisted conventional
heating, air conditioning and

10,000 gal.
hot water

25 Ton
Arkla

$367,160

system for a 5,625 ft2 bldg.

chilled H20

Solar assisted conventional
heating, airconditioning and

40,000 Gal.

fista, FL
16,080 ft. 2 Northrup
Tracking concentra-

'rinity Univ.
San Antonio, TX

'.'.52

$l,122,68f

Ton

for 284,928 ft 2 area served.
6000 ft 2 G.E. flat
plate collector

Olympic Engr.
Rich land, WA

Solar assisted conventional
heating, airconditioning and
domestic hot water system
for a 14,400 ft 2 office

9,000 Gal.
hot water
2,000 gal.
cold

25 Ton

$710,205

TABLE 1
Project Information Summary

St or age

A/C

Governmen
Funds

Miami County Library
Troy, Oil

2000 ft2 OwensIllinois evacuated
glass collectors.

Solar heating system with
provision for adding solar
cooling for a 23,200 ft2
library

5 , 000
gal.

N/A

$284,571

Stephens Col 1 ege
Columbia, MO

3168 ft 2 lloneywe.ll
Lennnx Liquid flat
plate

Solar Heating System for a
new 13,000 ft 2 visitor center

5 , 000
gal

N/A

$88,118

Project
Location

i

Collector
Area/Type

Project
Description

Reynolds Metals
Lister Hill, AL

2,344 ft 2 Reynolds
Liquid Flat Plate

Solar Heating & hot water for
a 3,542 ft2 Industrial shower
& change facility

5 , 000
gal .

N/A

$71 ,916

Arlington Associates
Charlottesville, VA

1600 ft 2 Sunworks
Liquid Flat Plate

Solar System preheats domes
tic water for psychiactric
hospital and assists heat
pumps in heating approx.
7200 ft 2 of floor space

5,000
gal.

N/A

$64,367

Travis-Braun & Assoc.
Dallas, TX

1596 ft 2 Solar genics 1 iquid flat
plate

Solar heating & hot water
for a new 6,238 ft2 addition
to an office building

3,500
gal.

N/A

$65,107

Laquinta Mo for Inn
Texas City, TX

2000 ft 2 Raypak
liquid flat plate

Solar system preheats domes
tic water for a new 96 room
motel

1 ,6on
gal.

N/A

$40,441

Laquinta Motor Inn
College Park, GA

2000 ft 2 Revere
liquid flat plate

Solar system preheats domes
tic water for a new 122 room
motel

1 ,600
gal.

N/A

$39,329
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TABLE 1
Project Information Summary

Storage

A/C

Government
Funds

1,600
gal.

N/A

$53,415

Solar system, preheats domes
tic water for a new 122 room
motel

1,600
gal.

N/A

$39,307

Solar System preheats domes
tic water for an existing, mo
tel & a new addition totaling
122 rooms

1,600
gal.

N/A

$38,039

14,500

N/A

$167,037

Solar heating and cooling of
office bldg.

3 , 500
gal.

25 Ton
Arkla
WFB-300

$191,870

11,722 ft2 Owens
Illinois

Heating for bottling plant
and excess will be used for
heating bottle washing water

42 , 000
gal.

Canovanas
Puerto Rico

7600 ft2 Owens
Illinois

Provide cooling and process
hot water for new factory

20,000
gal.

50 Ton

And era on,, SC

750 ff2 Gulf
Thermal,

Provide hot water for Days
Inn Motel unit

1,000
gal.

N/A

Project
Location

Project
Description

Collector
Area/Type

Laquinta Motor Inn
Beaumont , TX

2000 ft? General

Solar system preheats domes -

Glass

motel

Laquinta Motor Inn
Mobile, AL

2000 ft2 Revere
liquid flat plate

Laquinta Motor Inn
San Antonio, TX

1800 ft.2 Revere
liquid flat plate

Days Inn
Clermont, FL

8072 ft2 Solar Sys
tems, Inc. liquid
flat plate

Florida Solar Center
Cape Cannaveral, FL

1781 ft2 GE TC100

Coca Cola Plant -

Solar system .preheats domes -

gal.

room motel

N/A

$487,107

$809,767
$10,162
1

TABLE 1
Project Information Summary

Project
Location
Wichita, KA

Collector
Area /Type
1059 ft2 Solar, Inc.

Project
Description

Storage

A/C

Provide heating for medical
office

624 ft2
Eutectic
Salt

N/A

Government
Funds
$10,734

Tennessee Building
& Material Ass.
Nashville,, Term.
Office Building

576 ft2 "Suncatcher,
Model R2" by Solar
Unlimited

Heating by solar assisted heat
pump system with domestic hot
water for a 12,000 ft.2 office
building

1,500 gal.
hot
1,500 gal.
cold

N/A

$68,193

City of Baltimore
Fire Station
Baltimore, MD

2000 ft2 high per
formance (type un
known)

Heating, cooling and hot water
system for 8500 sq. ft. build
ing

6,000 gal.
hot , no
cold stor
age

25 Ton
Arkla

$231,709

Hunt svi lie Senior
Citizens Center
Huntsville, AL

1945 ft2 "Suncatcher
Model H2" by Solar
Unlimited

Heating & domestic hot water
system for a 12,922 sq. ft.
Building

3-1000 gal.
tanks

N/A

$121,937

American Ornamental
Metals
Austin,, TX

Sky therm Passive
System with. 9,500
ft2 of water bags

A passive system with all of
roof covered with 12" depth of
water inside plastic water bags
and with insulation panels that
move back & forth over water
bags of 10,000 sq. ft. manu
facturing & office building

70,000 gal.
water on
roof in
bags

Passive

$70,329

Demestic hot water system
for a 100 guest room hotel

4,160 gal.

N/A

$47,400

Oklahoma Dept. of
2248 aq. ft,
Tourism & Recreation, Days tar
(Lake Texoma Lodge)
i
Kingston, OK.
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TABLE 1
Project Description Summary

Project
Location

Collector
Area/Type

Project
Description

Government
Funds

Storage

A/C

Office Parks of
Charlotte (Days Inn)
Charlotte, N.C.

6318 sq. ft. of
Energy Systems, Inc.

Domestic hot water system for
a 143 unit motel

8,000 gal.

N/A

$120,929

Garden State Racing
Asso. (Cherry Hill
Inn)
Cherry Hill, NJ

5742 ft2 GE TC-100
evacuated tube

Solar system will provide 3270
of the space heating and 30%
of the domestic hot water
requirements for a 70,000 ft 2

7,500 gal.

N/A

$315,491

Sea Loft Restaurant
Long Beach, NJ

2808 ft2 (net)
Owens-Illinois
evacuated tube

Solar system will provide 43%
4,000 gal.
of the space heating and 28%
of the cooling and 50% of the
domestic hot water requirement s
for a 24,700 ft 2 section of
building

25 Toi i
Arkla

$184,757

College (Science &
Technology Building)
German town, MD

Flat Plate

of the space heating and 88%
of the hot water reqmts. for
a 18,000 ft2 building

The Diplomat Golf &
Racquet Club
Hallandale, FL
Hot el /Mot el

3658 ft 2 Solar
Engineering, Inc.
Flat Plate
Model SFP-40

Solar system will provide 6570
of the hot water reqmts. for
a 151 room hotel & swimming
pool

4,000 gal.

Quality Inn Motel
Key West, FL
Hotel/Motel

1392 ft 2 Capital
Solar Heating, Inc.
Flat Plate

Solar system will provide 47%
of the domestic hot water
reqmt's for a 148 room hotel

1,000 gal.

7,500 gal.

N/A

N/A

N/A

$74,420

$12,000

TABLE 1
Project Information Summary

Project
Location

Collector
Area /Type

Project
Description

Government
Funds

Storage

A/C

Kaw Valley State
Bank, Topeka, KS

1152 ft 2 - General
Electric evacuated
tube

Heating & cooling for a de
tached branch bank conven
tional gas boiler for backup

1,100 gal.

Four
3-Ton
Arkla

$78,160

Dade County Elem.
School, Coral
Gables, FL

18,613 ft 2 - PPG
Flat Plate

Cooling & hot water for a
70,000 ft 2 Elem. School, con
ventional center fucal chiller
as cooling backup, gas water
heater

60,000 gal.

Four
25-Ton
Arkla

$689,770

The Woodlands Inn,
Woodlands, TX

7,140 ft 2 - Solar
Energy Products, Inc.
Flat Plate Liquid
Single Glazed

Hot water for guest rooms &
conference center, gas & elec
tric heaters as backup, 14
separate solar systems

7,450 gal.

N/A

$130,301

The Woodlands Inn
Aquatic Center
Woodlands, TX

1,200 ft 2 - Solar
Hot water for domestic use in
Energy Products, Inc. aquatic center plus heating of
Flat Plate Liquid,
water for indoor pool in sep.
Single Glaze; plus
solar system.
2,880 ft 2 of same
but unglazed

1,520 gal.

N/A

$46,719

Unified School Dist.
No. 306
Gypsum, KA

5125 ft 2 liquid col
lector by InterTechnology Corp.
(Mark V Model)

Heating
11,828 Gal.
DHW
1600 gal.

N/A

$181,411

Collector to provide heated
water for solar assisted heat
pumps for heating a 138,000
ft 2 school building & pro
viding DHW
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TABLE 1
Project Information Summary

Project
Location

Project
Description

Collector
Area/Type

Government
Funds

Storage

A/C

Brandon Swimming
Association
Brandon, FL

5357 ft? liquid col
lector by Revere

Solar system to provide heat
ing, cooling, domestic hotwater, and pool warming for
an 18,440 ffr2 sports complex

Chill
10000 gal.
Heat
5000 gal.
DHW
360 gal.
Pool
600K gal.

25 ton
Arkla

$208,080

Thompson Motel
Taylor, TX

1232 ft2 liquid col
lectors by Lennox

Solar system will provide 731
of the domestic hot water re
quirements for a 70 unit
.not el -restaurant facility

»HW
15QO gal.

N/A

$21,670

Columbia Gas Sys
tem Service Corp.
Columbus, Oil

3047 ft? Honeywell
\ Parabolic Concentrator

Three story office building
heating, cooling & hot water

5000 gal.
hot
water
heating

Existing
100 ton
Arkla
Chiller

$254,300

4111 ft? flat plate

Dm ing Hall and Convention.

Bethany College

. 6,500 gal

N/A

$154,758

America
DuCat Investments
Kansas City, KS

7800 ft2 Solaron
flat plate air sys
tem

50,000 sq. ft. warehouse and
office building heating stor
age only

None

Heat
Pumps

$270,775

Clarksville
Community School
Clarksville, IN

6402 sq. ft. double
glazed flat plate
SHI collectors

Boys & girls gyms heating
only

10,000 gal,
hot water

Mechani
cal
chiller

$113,599

TABLE 1
Project Information Sumn><•<•. y

Government
Funds

Project
Description

Storage

A/C

North Area Georgia
Planning & Develop
ment Comm,
Dalton, GA

2001 sq. ft. double
glazed Revere w/
reflectors

7500 sq. ft. 2 story office
building heating cooling
and hot water

5000 gal.
heating
10000 gal.
cooling

30 Ton
Arkla
Chiller

$113,777

Columbus Mechanical
Institute
Columbus, OH

4608 sq. ft, Owens ~
Illinois Glass tube

Educational class rooms lab
oratory & Administration
building Solar Conditional
Area 43,715 sq. ft.

10,000 gal
heating &
cooling
hot water

Absorp
tion
chillers

$334,985

Project

Location

Collector
Area/Type
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TABLE II
PROJECT STATUS SUMMARY
PROJECT
LOCATION

STATUS SUMMARY

MAJOR PROBLEMS

Kalwall Warehouse
Manchester, NH

Passive system is operating and furnishing 50%
of the heating requirements. Data system became
operational in mid October.

o

OPERATIONAL
DATE
Sept.

o

Modeling a passive
heating system,
Flowmeters are sized
wrong

March 1979

1976

Environmental Cntr
San Francisco, CA.

No design reviews have been held

o

None

Telex Comm. Mfg.
Plant, Blue Earth, MN

Solar System has been turned on and final adjust
ments are being made.

o

None

Feb. 1978

Office Building
Stamford, CT

Solar system hardware has been completely instal
led except for the reflectors. Bad weather is
the reason for this delay. Instrumentation is

o

Zoning

Feb. & Mar
1978

Office Building
Maryland Nat'1 Park
Silver Spring, MD

An alternate site near Gaithersburg, MD has been
selected because of shading problems with existing
site. Final design review is scheduled late Feb. 1971

o

Shading

July 1978

Florida Visitors
Center 1-95 at
GA border

Construction and installation under way and near
completion.

o

Initial design had

June 1978

o

Collector Installa
tion

Radian Corp.
Austin, TX

Project construction/installation complete, and
acceptance test underway.

o
o

Collector performance
Severe winter delayed
construction

Project in initial operation and checkout

o

Mfgr strike delayed
delivery of heat
exchanger

leaks

El Camino School
Irvine, CA

April 1977

Feb. 1978

TABLE II
PROJECT STATUS SUMMARY
PROJECT
LOCATION
ARATEX SERVICES, INC.
(Formerly Work Wear
Corporation)
Fresno, CA.
Scattergood School
West Branch, IA

MAJOR PROBLEMS

STATUS SUMMARY
o
o
o
o

The preliminary and final design reviews are
complete
System Installation is complete
Performance instrumentation installation is
complete
Became operational in May 1977.
measuring system installed

Performance

o
o

Lake Valley Fire
House - Tahoe
Paradise, CA

Design reviews completed. (Original system
install, completed Nov. 1976, but operated
poorly. System now being modified - performance
monitoring system being installed

o

o
LSU Field House
Baton Rouge, LA

OPERATIONAL
DATE

None

Sept, 1977

Difficulty in
aligninp nnllprtors
Freezing of air Water Heat Exchg .

May 1977

Original storage
tank too large for
collector storage
area. Large heat
loss from Oversized
tank
Delays due to local
plumbing company

April 1978

May

Design Reviews completed. Construction underway.
Performance measuring system being installed

o

Cost overrun delayed
project

Radisson Hotel
St. Paul, MN

Preliminary design review has been held.
Contractor had administrative problems

o

Project delayed due t
delay of start of
construction of hotel

July 1980

Tempe Union High
School
Tempe , AZ

Design reviews complete. Construction 95% com
plete. Performance measuring system being
installed

o

None

March 1978

Fire Station
Kansas City, MO

Design reviews are complete.
tion began January 1978.

o

Delay due to reloca
tion of project

August 1978

Facility construc
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TABLE II
PROJECT STATUS SUMMARY
PROJECT
LOCATION

OPERATIONAL
DATE

MAJOR PROBLEMS

STATUS SUMMAKY

Holiday Inn Hotel
S t . Thomas U.S .
Virgin Islands

Project is not now In operational status

Mt . Rushmore
Visitors Center
Rapid City, SD

Project is now operating satisfactorily

Radetnaker Corp
Louisville, KY

o

Shipping Damage to
collectors

o

Collector Installation
and Operation

Unknown

November 1977

o

Some air in system

o

Weather delays

Both air and liquid system are operational...
A freeze up on liquid system shut this down,
the month of January and. part of February.

o

Freeze of liquid
system
Algae in Tank
Collector glazing problem
Replaced by manufacturer

Sept.

Terrell E. Moseley
Lynchbnrg, VA

The system has been in operation since
November 1, 1976. No system problems have
been experienced .

o

None

November 1976

Ferguson Corp.
(Thr-Rift Inn)
Annapolis, MD

9 The design review has been completed.
o Hardware is on order
o Construction will begin in. March

o

Cos. t overrun has caused
project delay
Bad weather has delayed
construction

May, 1978

Loudoun County
Vocational School
Leesburg, VA

o The design review has been completed
o Construction phase is complete
o Acceptance test is in progress

o

Some collectors damaged
in. shipment
Two collectors damaged
.during Accep. Test
(Pressure Tests)

March 1978

Ingham Courty
Medical Cwre'Fac.
Okemos , Ml

o The preliminary and final design reviews
are completed
o Construction will probably begin in March

o

Iris Images, Inc.
Mill Valley, CA

o The design review is complete

o

o System was operating since July 1976 with no
sensors
o Performance instrumentation about 95% complete

o

o
o

:

o

o

o

Cost overrun has caused
delay in project
Bad weather has delayed
project
Freeze damage to
collectors
Flow meter failures

1976

May 1978

July 1976

TABLE II
PROJECT STATUS SUMMAKY
PROJECT
LOCATION

MAJOR PROBLEMS

STATUS SUMMARY

OPERATIONAL
DATE
,
L978

RKL Controls
Lumberton, NJ

Final Design review successfully completed. Project
under construction by owner personnel

o Severe weater
delayed site
preparation

Sept,

Reedy Creek Util.
(WDW) Lake Buena
Vista, FT.

All design reviews are complete. Installation
began April 1977. Solar system began operating
in November 1977. Data Acquisition System com
plete in Jan 1978. Checkout of solar and data
system expected to be complete in March 1978

o Control system re
designed to stop
pump cycling due to
variable cloud cover
and type of collector
used.

March 1978

Trinity University
San Antonio, TX

The system is instrumented.
scheduled in April 1978

Resolution of on
site display inter
face

June 1977

Olympic Engr. Co.
Richland, WA

Design reviews are completed. Installation of
hardware began in November 1976.

o Construction problems
and cost escalations

May 1977

Miami County
Library
Troy, OH

The final design review has been held. Instal
lation and test of system is scheduled for
completion in April 1977 with the system opera
tional by next heating season.

o None

Sept. 1977

Florida Solar
Center
Cape Canaveral, FL

Preliminary design review completed, design option
for budget limits now in evaluation. Collector
mfgr. assisting

o Cost overrun design to
cost within budget

Dec. 1978

Coca Cola Plant
Jackson, TN

Preliminary design review scheduled for early March
1978.

o None to date

Sept. 1978

Canovanas
Puerto Rico

Factory now under construction

o Administrative
details of getting
project under way
within budget

June 1978

Anderson, SC

Project essentially complete

o None

March 1978

Acceptance Test is
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TABLE II
PROJECT STATUS SUMMARY
PROJECT
LOCATION

MAJOR PROBLEMS

STATUS SUMMARY

None

Wichita, KS

Project near completion

o

Columbia, MO

about 15% complete. Solar system procurement and
fabrication about 30%.

award (Sept) resulted
in winter weather
delays

Reynolds Metals
Lister Hill, AL

Design reviews completed August 1977. Construction
complete. Solar installation about 50% complete

Timing of contract
award (Sept) resulted
in winter weather
delays. Contractor

OPERATIONAL
DATE
April 1978

March 1978

to steel storage tank
leakage on a similar
project.
Arlington Asso. ,
Charlottesville, VA.

Preliminary design review was Feb. 6, 1978.
design review to be in April 1978.

Travis-Braun Asso.
Dallax, TX

Design reviews completed November 1977.
tion began January 1978.

La Quinta Inns (5)
Texas City, College Pk,
Beaumont, Mobile,
San Antonio

Designs in progress.
possible.

Final

Construc

Some changes of location

Locating a developed
dual source heat pump ,

October 1978

Delays in financing
arrangements & construc
tion (weather)

July 1978

None

Unknown

Days Inn
Clermont, FL

Grantee may request splitting this one system into
several smaller ones.

None

Unknown

Baltimore Comm.
(Upton) Center
Baltimore, MD.

Construction is 50% complete with completion
anticipated in October 1978.

None

Jan. 1979

TABLE II
PROJECT STATUS SUMMARY
PROJECT
LOCATION
Columbia Gas Sys.
Services Corp.
Columbus, OH

MAJOR PROBLEMS

STATUS SUMMARY
Inside plumbing 80% complete, collectors to be mounted
in February. System turn on March 31,
Construction to start April 1

OPERATIONAL
DATE

Construction delayed
due to weather

April 1978

None

October 1978

Winter weather
delayed pouring con
crete & erecting steel

April, 1978

None

August, .1978

None

June, 197°

Bethany College
Bethany, WV

Bids let Feb. 1, 1978.
1978.

DuCat Investments
Kansas City, KS

Construction delayed due to slow delivery of steel
& Precast concrete. Solar system collectors received
and duct work under construction.

Clarksville Comm.
School m
Clarksville, ID

Bids let Feb. 1,1978.
1978.

North Georgia Area
Planning & Dev. Comm.
Dalton, FA

Building construction proceeding as scheduled.
system construction & installation on schedule

Columbus Technical
Insti tute
Columbus, OH

Construction has slowed down due to extreme winter
weather .

None technically
weather

July, 1978

Kaw Valley State
Bank, Topeka, KS

Design review complete. Facility finished. Solar
construction start pending contract signing.

o Cost overrun

August 1978

Construction to start April,

Solar

o Late delivery of
collector Instal.
procedures
Dade County Elem
School, Coral Gable,
FA

Design reviews complete.
tion to begin March 1978.

Solar system installa
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o Large overrun on
facility but minor
on solar sys.

August 1979

TABLE II
PROJECT STATUS SUMMARY
PROJECT
LOCATION

STATUS SUMMARY

MAJOR PROBLEMS

OPERATIONAL
DATE

Blakedale Prof,
Cntr
Greenwood, SC

System operational, but down since Dec. 1977 due to rub
ber hose connection retaining water in low pockets and
freezing in lieu of proper drain down.

Rubber hose drain
down problem

Oct 1976

Charlotte Mem.
Hospital
Charlotte, NC

System operational, but four rubber hose connections
disconnected at screw clamp Jan 5, 1978, and all anti
freeze lost. System expected to be operational by
February 17, 1978.

Determine cause
of rubber hose
failures & correct

Apr 1977

Alabama Power
Montevallo, AL

System installation is complete with only sensor
installation remaining. Anticipate turn on by
March 1, 1978.

None

Apr 1978

Tennessee Bldg &
Materials Asso.
Nashville, TN

Final design review was held January 25. Building
& solar system contract to be let by April 1.

None

Jan 1979

City of Baltimore
Fire Station
Baltimore, MD

Solar System being redesigned to cost.
review anticipated by March 15, 1978.

None

April 1979

Final design

Huntsville Senior
Citizens Center
Huntsville, AL

Final design review held Jan 23,1978.
of solar system to start April 1978.

None

Sept. 1978

American Ornamental
Metals, Inc.
Austin, TX

System is in design, with final design review antici
pated by March 15, 1978

None

March 1978

Oklahoma Dept. of

Final design will be complete by Feb. 24, 1978

None

Nov. 1978

Contractor desires to split up one system and make
three, i.e., three separate HW systems on different
motels .

Concern over Providing
Cost Effective Svstem

Unknown

Installation

(Lake Texoma Lodge)
Kingston Dr.
Office Parks of
Charlotte (Days Inn)

TABLE II
PROJECT STATUS SUMMARY
PROJECT
LOCATION

STATUS SUMMARY

MAJOR PROBLEMS

The Woodlands Inn,
Woodlands, T*

Final Design to begin in March 1978

The Woodlands Inn
Aquatic Center
Woodlands, TX

Final Design to begin in March 1978.

OPERATIONAL
DATE

Nov. 1978

Brandon Swimming
Association

Final design review was completed in Dec. 1977. Col
lectors and chiller have been ordered. Control
panel is being fabricated

Roof penetrations
and structural
integrity

Apr

1978

Brandon, FL

Unified School
District 306
Gypsum, KA

Final design review was completed in Nov . 1977.
Firm prices were obtained in Dec-Jan. Solar system
installation will commence in the spring, 1978.

Uninsulated under
ground piping

Aug

1978

Thompson Motel
Taylor, TX

Design being reviewed

Garden State Racing
Asso. (Cherry Hill
Inn) Cherry Hill, NJ

o The preliminary and intermediate design reviews
are complete.
o Final design review is scheduled for May. 1978

Installation costs
will run higher than
expected because of
the time required to
assemble the collectors
at the site.

Sept. 1978

Sea Loft Resturant
Long Branch, NJ

The design review will be conducted in Mar. 1978.

The project was
delayed due to the fact
that the owner did not get
local authority approval o
of site plans until
1/16/78

Oct. 1978

Montgomery Comm.
College (Science &
Technology Bldg)
Germantown, MD.

Acceptance test is being conducted.

None

Sept. 1978
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TABLE II
PROJECT STATUS SUMMARY
PROJECT
LOCATION

OPERATIONAL
DATE

MAJOR PROBLEMS

STATUS SUMMARY

The Diplomat Golf &
Racquet Club
Hallendale, FL

The design phase is in progress

None

Sept. 1978

Quality Inn Motel
Key West, FL.

The Design phase is in progress

The owner had to
hire a new solar
solar consultant
because the original
consultant went out
of business. This
delayed the project.

March 1978

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT TECHNICAL/DESIGN PROBLEMS AND
SOLUTIONS FOR THE SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING
COMMERCIAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
PROBLEM

SOLUTION

DISCUSSION

Old collectors were replaced by new
models. Subsequently, manifold outlets
were in different positions necessitating
longer length of rubber hose connections.
Rubber nose pocketed water at low points
so drain down system failed to drain and
froze at those spots .

Always check for low spots in piping
where water will not drain. On drain
down systems this will be a freeze
point.

Drain down systems have many
|
freeze problems, Apparently, fail
j
safe systems fail. Inadequate mani- I
fold supports have allowed lines to sad
and subsequently freeze.

Screw clamps on rubber hose connections
failed, causing antifreeze to spill onto
roof and automatic city water make up to
refill system subjecting system to
potential freeze problems.

Use spring type clips on rubber hose
connections in lieu of screw type.
Expansion and contraction with varia
ble temperatures can cuase screw clamps
to become loose. If spring clamps are
not available be sure pressure relief

ELubber hoses and clamps cause many
system leaks. Soft copper pipe
connections that allow for expansion
may be best. Be extremely careful
in design and in installation.

Weather heads protecting temperature
sensors have considerable heat loss on

Insulate weather heads.

Additionally, steel legs supporting
storage tanks are large conductors of

Storage tank insulation on underground
tanks present problems in maintaining
integrity of the waterproofing

Check coating on the insulation closely
before burying tank. Patch prior to
backfilling (carefully) .

j
;

valve is set just over collector loop
maximum pressure need so excess pressure
isn't put on rubber hose causing flow out
at clamps.

i
If water gets through insulation to
i
steel tank, heat will flow out of
i
tank - Second law of thermodynamics
says BTU's will flow from hot to cold.

Bad controls caused water to cycle through
collectors at night, thus losing stored
heat-

Controls were checked and problems
corrected.

Frequent maintenance and check on solai
systems is a necessity.

At design review, flow from collectors
was found to go into bottom of storage
tank.

Design was corrected.

Discharge from storage tanks to
collector should be on tank bottom
opposite HW inlet. Diffusers will
prevent problem of HW channeling from
inlet to outlet.
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT TECHNICAL/DESIGN PROBLEMS AND
SOLUTIONS FOR THE SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING
COMMERCIAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
1
f-

DISCUSSION

SOLUTION

PROBLEM
Corrosion on collector and support
corrosion

Air entrapment in low velocity fluid
lines causing reduced or "surging"
flow.
and ruptured due to cold night air
leaking by "closed" air damper.

Poor system operation due to poorly
insulated, oversized underground

special design for use in coastal areas
with high salt corrosion potential.
Design utilizes painted aluminum and
galvanized steel.
Provide air control tanks connected to

The higher cost of the special
coastal area model is probably not
economically justified except in
required areas .

will avoid problems

Adjusted louvers of damper for tighter
seal. Additional damper installed to
further reduce leakage.

Air damper leaked 16% as installed
reduced to less than 1% after
adjustment. Special attention needed
when installing any air dampers to
Insure tightness, «ven when solar
is used only for space heatiug.

Replaced tank with an above ground
fiberglass tank with storage of 2
gallons per sq. ft. of collector.

Original tank leaked hot water through
;:ar seal, wetting Insulation, losing
hot water. Volume was too large for

Use of coating with proven performance

Careful attention to produce
design/performance data during design
reviews is necessary.

135°F.
Possible melting of coating on inside

at temperatures abova design limits of
storage tank.

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT TECHNICAL/DESIGN PROBLEMS AND
SOLUTIONS FOR THE SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING
COMMERCIAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
•PROBLEM
Marginal confidence is
derived from, conventional leak
testing of a silicone oil
solar collector subsystem

DISCUSSION
Prior to filling with fluid la - Pressurize the subsystem with
Nitrogen at 75 psi
Ib - Perform "soap bubble" test.
(No leaks may be detected)
2a - Reduce pressure in the subsysts
to 50 psi.
2b - Allow the subsystem to remain
dormant for 10 to 20 hours.
2e - Check for significant pressure
drop. (Normal temperature
variance — viz. Warm-up —
may compensate for leaked
pressure.)
Fill with fluid..

Then -

la - Activate the subsystem,
Ib - Check all components and connec
tions for wetting or very small
leak.
l.c - Tighten any wet or leaking joints..
Id, - Clean and silver solder where
required,,
{Tightening may not stop .the leak.)
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It is very difficult to conduct a meaningful
leak test of a silicone oil subsystem withon
actually filling with fluid.
Conventional soap bubble, tests and. extended
pressurization of the system may indicate
a sound system — yet silicone oil may leak.
The fluid is expensive. Therefore,, testing
is advisable. However, all. joints, valves,
etc., should be carefully checked for leakln
fluid, In spite of positive test results.,
Freon in line with conventional "sniffer"
would work. Vented Freon leaves no residue,.

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT TECHNICAL/DESIGN PROBLEMS AND
SOLUTIONS FOR THE SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING
COMMERCIAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
DISCUSSION
Malfunctioning Instrumentation

1 - Strip the minimum amount of insulation
from every wire.
2 - Tape any exposed shielding or ground
wire — especially where it may come
in contact with weatherheads, terminal
or junction boxes, etc.
3 - Observe particular
securing shielding
strips or terminal
is common at these

caution when
or grounds to Jones
boards. (Shorting
locations.)

The high sensitivity of sensors and
instrumentation systems to all signals
(wanted and unwanted), spurious emissions,
inter-capacitive effects, etc., prompts a
special consideration for shielding and
grounding.
The possibility of "shorting" exists everytime a wire is stripped. Inter-capacitance
can often be corrected by a different place
ment of components or the re-routing of
wires.

4 - Mounting a metal box (containing the
power supply for air flow meters) on
wood rather than a metal duct has
eliminated instrument malfunction.
Destruction of small pipe
flowmeters

1 - Using a suitable wrench, grasp the
tee (attached to the flowmeters) at
the tee intersection.

Flow sensors for small pipe are supplied
(to Operational Test Sites) preassembled
to a "tee."

2 - Assemble to the piping using the
wrench for leverage.

See "Instrumentation Installation
Guidelines" SHC 1006, dated August 4, 1976
Page B-29, Figure B-8.

DO NOT USE THE WEATHER PROOF HEAD AS A
HANDLE/LEVER!!

The standpipe and weatherproof head provide
a "handle" (a mechanical advantage) which
is tempting to an installer. Fracture
usually occurs at the intersection of the
tee.
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Solution/Discuss ion
The problem can be caused by (1) inflation in constructed cost since negotiation
of Government-Site contract (approximately one year), (2) inadequate project
definition detail for accurate Government or site cost estimate, and, (3)
Project scope change since negotiation due to more accurate detail information
or test. (4) use of hardware which is not completely developed and producible.
The solution can be (1) redesign project to cost and rebid, (2) site owner
assume additional cost or portion.
Corrective action to minimize this problem is (1) more accurate project defini
tion at negotiation, (2) use conventional industry inflation/contingency cost
in initial cost projections (3) accurate, complete drawing/specs and competitive
bidding (4) greater attention to development status of selected hardware.

Construction bids and costs
often exceed the amount negotiated
in Government-Site contract for this
activity.

Transportation damage to several
types of collectors.

'

The solution is in part better communication between the carrier and collector
suppliers. More appropriate packing will probably evolve.

Site owner/designer cost and problems
associated with Government required
reports, approval procedures, and
financial procedures.

Regardless of the intent and steps taken to minimize this problem area, the
ASHRAE-AIA joint survey found this to be still a major problem. DOE has made
major efforts to minimize and explain the financial aspects. NASA has reduced
reporting requirements to one page letter with photo when appropriate,

A&E firms with solar experience over
reaching their capability with respect
to volume of business undertaken.

As more A&E firms gain interest and experience in solar, the problem will decreai
Closer attention in proposal evaluations to past experience with A&E proposed
schedules versus schedule performance will also help.

Solar projects delayed due to delay of
basic facility caused by relocation of
project to another site, local board
approval, financing of basic facility.

Several projects have been delayed for various reasons, which indicate that
solar projects should not be designed and approved before final arrangements
are completed for the basic facility and construction is underway. This applies
primarily to large, involved projects as new construction.
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SOLUTION/DISCUSSION
Communication problems between collector
manufacturer and design engineer or
construction company.

This problem has probably been the major problem area in the program,
caused erroneous proposal bids, both high and low, higher than expected
construction costs, and delays. A very thorough written understanding
covering all aspects of the program between collector manufacturers is
necessary. The understanding should cover shipping procedures, inspect ions
for damage, construction procedures and tolerance limits, tools or fixt ures
available for construction use and field service arrangements. Good
conventional industry professional practices of written documentation,
both parties, should be rigorously and thoroughly implemented.
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